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Ten Atlanta Teens Awarded $1,000 grants to help
those in need due to the COVID-19 pandemic
Pebble Tossers announced grant recipients from a pool of nearly 50 applicants
(Atlanta, GA, April 7, 2020)...Pebble Tossers, Atlanta’s leading youth development nonprofit
organization, awarded ten $1,000 grants to greater Atlanta teens. Each grant is being used
to provide immediate assistance to low income/at-risk youth and their families in greater
Atlanta affected by the COVID-19 pandemic.
Pebble Tossers selected ten grant recipients from 48 applications and each winner
developed a concept encompassing an innovative, goal-oriented project. Based on grant
guidelines, each project will be developed and executed rapidly to ensure immediate
impact on the community.
“The creativity and ingenuity presented in all of the projects was inspiring. This opportunity
came up quickly and our local youth continue to amaze us with their passion and
commitment to helping their community,” said Jennifer Guynn, Founder + Executive
Director, Pebble Tossers. “Our youth want to have a voice in providing solutions during this
COVID-19 crisis. These ten grants provide them with a platform and an opportunity to make
a significant impact in their community.”
The winning projects range from creative food drives and care packages to 3-D printing of
masks and software tutorials. All recipients of donated items are at-risk community
members and organizations hit especially hard by the COVID-19 pandemic. A complete list
of winning projects is available on the Pebble Tossers website, www.pebbletossers.org.

-more-

Announced only ten days prior to awarding the grant, Pebble Tossers quickly mobilized its
community of nonprofits and youth volunteers to spread the word of the opportunity. The
original $10,000 grant was provided to Pebble Tossers by Halle Tecco.
To learn more about the Pebble Tossers COVID-19 Youth Impact Grant and its winners
please visit: www.pebbletossers.org/COVID19grant
About the Grant
The grant program, quickly organized by Halle Tecco beginning March 19th, started as an
initial investment of $50,000 by Ms. Tecco and quickly grew to $400,000 as additional
donations poured into the fund. Within days, 362 applications were submitted and Pebble
Tossers was one of 36 nationwide recipients. The proposals were based on the following
criteria:
●

The non-profit is solving an emergent problem created by COVID-19 vs. supporting
ongoing operations stretched by COVID-19.

●

The use of funds is clear, compelling, efficient, and measurable.

●

The non-profit has a leadership team and board which is diverse and representative
of the population they are serving.

●

The organization has already shown commitment to ameliorating the impact of
COVID-19 (e.g. this isn’t a new program they invented to get a grant).

●

The non-profit is a registered 501(c)3 or is working with a registered fiscal sponsor.

●

More details: https://medium.com/@halletecco/supporting-the-helpers-duringcovid-19-7cd506ec219d

About Pebble Tossers
Pebble Tossers is the premier local youth service organization focused on providing families
with a comprehensive path to youth development through service to others, from
preschool to graduation, or “nap to cap.” Customized programming empowers youth to
lead by providing them with resources and age-appropriate opportunities. With Pebble
Tossers, volunteers sign up, show up, and serve to create a ripple of giving in their
community.
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